Rigorous performance evaluation (previously, “validation”) for informed use of new technologies for sleep health measurement
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

New sleep technologies have become pervasive in the consumer space, and are becoming highly common in research and clinical sleep settings. The rapid, widespread use of largely unregulated and unstandardized technology has enabled the quantification of many different facets of sleep health, driving scientific discovery. As sleep scientists, it is our responsibility to inform principles and practices for proper evaluation of any new technology used in the clinical and research settings, and by consumers. A current lack of standardized methods for evaluating technology performance challenges the rigor of our scientific methods for accurate representation of the sleep health facets of interest. This special article describes the rationale and priorities of an interdisciplinary effort for rigorous, standardized, and rapid performance evaluation (previously, “validation”) of new sleep and sleep disorders related technologies of all kinds (eg, devices or algorithms), including an associated article template for a new initiative for publication in Sleep Health of empirical studies systematically evaluating the performance of new sleep technologies. A structured article type should streamline manuscript development and enable more rapid writing, review, and publication. The goal is to promote rapid and rigorous evaluation and dissemination of new sleep technology, to enhance sleep research integrity, and to standardize terminology used in Rigorous Performance Evaluation papers to prevent misinterpretation while facilitating comparisons across technologies.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of National Sleep Foundation. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

\section*{Evaluation is not validation}

"The very word validation implies an affirmative result, that the process of validation will somehow validate the model,...", whereas "Evaluation implies an assessment in which both positive and negative results are possible, and where the grounds on which a model is declared good enough are clearly articulated."\textsuperscript{1} Such a distinction can be meaningfully transferred from the field of modeling to that of technology evaluation, and specifically the evaluation of new sleep technology, whose fast-paced development is increasingly accompanied by studies claiming to “validate” new devices, algorithms and measurement systems against gold standard technologies (eg,\textsuperscript{2-4}).

\section*{Rationale}

New sleep technologies have become common in research and clinical sleep settings.\textsuperscript{5} These technologies include, for example, sleep wearable and nearable tracking devices, wireless measurement systems, novel analytic methods based on artificial intelligence (AI) designed to measure sleep, sleep-related physiology, and/or other physiological events occurring during and around sleep. They have become increasingly visible in the consumer space and within the internet of things framework. The rapid, widespread use of largely unregulated and
unstandardized technology (eg, clinical or wellness tools) has enabled the quantification of many different facets of sleep health.

Promising technologies can drive innovation and new discovery. In sleep research, new technology is evolving and elaborating the very concept of the definition of sleep health, accounting for its multiple subjective, behavioral, and physiological determinants, and providing enriched information on psychosocial and other contextual factors affecting sleep (eg,7-8). Sleep is now considered a global, multidimensional, integrated aspect of health, and the “sleeping” period is being seen as a window of opportunity to measure a broad range of typical and atypical psychophysiological processes and events.9 As sleep scientists, it is our responsibility to inform principles and practices regarding proper evaluation of any new technology used in the clinical and research fields, and by consumers.

However, the limited coordinated response from the scientific community (eg, lack of standardized methods for evaluating technology performance) challenges the rigor of our scientific methods for accurate representation of the sleep health facet of interest potentially degrading the integrity of scientific discoveries. Particularly, limitations of sleep devices and algorithms that employ undisclosed, proprietary, and otherwise obscure methods challenge scientific evaluation of these technologies despite ongoing use in research and clinical sleep settings. Additional emerging challenges include addressing privacy issues such as exchanging and storing personal health information, which may have potential long-term unintended consequences.10

Goals

Sleep Health recognizes the need to systematically understand and promote the appropriate use of sleep technology that shows promise in advancing sleep science.5,10-12 As the first step in this journey, Sleep Health is coordinating an interdisciplinary effort for rigorous, standardized, and rapid performance evaluation (previously, “validation”) of new sleep technology that proposes to measure sleep and associated psychophysiological processes (eg, respiratory events such as oxygen desaturations, seizures, arrhythmias, and heart attacks) and health outcomes (eg, cardiovascular risk assessment). Technology includes, but is not limited to, consumer-focused and clinical/research devices and machine/learning methods, sleep/wake/stages/events classifiers, motion-based, wearables and “nearables” (noncontact), electrocardiographic-, photoplethysmographic-, electroencephalographic-based, and hybrid approaches. Reference methods include, but are not limited to, the accepted standards in the respective fields (eg, polysomnography sleep assessment for sleep/wake and sleep staging, electroencephalography for seizure detection).

This special article describes the rationale, the priorities, and the article template for the new Sleep Health initiative concerning empirical studies systematically evaluating the performance of new sleep technologies. Examples of such investigations could involve but are not limited to the performance evaluation of wearable devices for sleep assessment against polysomnographic sleep staging, apnea detection, device-agnostic multisensor algorithms for sleep staging, sleep technology performance across different populations and conditions, etc. Studies evaluating conditions and events (eg, menstrual cycle tracking, seizure detection) that use sleep as a window of opportunity to better track them, are also within scope. To this end, we have created a streamlined, structured article type that will undergo rigorous but expedited review and publication. This new article type is designed to serve the following purposes:

- Enhance research integrity while reducing researcher burden by explicitly stating both minimally acceptable and best practices to evaluate the performance of sleep technologies against reference technologies.
- Standardize the terminology used in performance evaluation to prevent misinterpretation of study outcomes (eg, abandoning the term “validation,” which implies that a new technology is generally appropriate for research or clinical use simply because a “validation” study exists, regardless of performance criteria). Readers will be better able to determine the “most valid” device for their particular context and use case.
- Prioritize information requiring reporting in scientific publications, and thus facilitating comparisons of study outcomes.
- Provide credible references for scientists and practitioners considering the use of new technology (eg, methodological abstract, outline of critical study outcomes).
- Reduce variability in language and assessments that occurs as authors and reviewers discuss study technology and performance metrics (eg, debatable statements for accuracy of specific performance metrics, or devices overall). This will minimize subjective interpretation while maximizing comparability across publications and systematically facilitate dissemination.

Priority areas

The Sleep Health expert task force has identified priorities in sleep technology performance assessment. Here we outline some top priorities, as a result of a consensus reached among the task force working group of opinion leaders and a literature review (see Table 1).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep metrics</td>
<td>Improved and standardized approaches to the definition of sleep intervals (ie, when deliberate sleep opportunities exist, such as times in and out of bed); improved detail regarding performance of technology to determine when sleep opportunities exist (eg, when individuals are in or out of bed and/or attempting to sleep) with and/or without user input. Improved and standardized approaches to the classification of sleep continuity variables, including time in and out of bed, sleep latency, awakening, wake time after sleep onset, etc. Improved and standardized approaches to the classification of sleep stages. Improved characterizations of daytime sleep, unintended sleep, and/or naps, including differentiation between sedentary behavior and sleep and specification for timing and duration criteria in the classification of naps whether intentional or unintentional. Oxygen desaturation and sleep-related breathing, particularly in at-home settings. Evaluations in populations where activity patterns and relationships between activity and other physiological measures may vary from “young healthy adults” that are routinely included in studies. Example priority populations include individuals with pacemaker/implants, those undergoing medical treatments affecting motion and/or cardiovascular hemodynamics, people with physical (eg, back injury) and mental (eg, depressive disorders) conditions and sleep disorders (eg, restless legs syndrome, narcolepsy, insomnia disorder, sleep disordered breathing), individuals from underrepresented cultural backgrounds, individuals with atypical sleep-wake patterns (eg, nursing home residents, shift workers), individuals with atypical sleeping arrangements (eg, people who don’t sleep in a bed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study populations</td>
<td>Continue to explore the performance of sleep technology against reference standards and existing algorithms in the most valid populations (eg, young healthy adults) and populations where activity patterns and relationships between activity and other physiological measures may vary from “young healthy adults” that are routinely included in studies. Example priority populations include individuals with pacemaker/implants, those undergoing medical treatments affecting motion and/or cardiovascular hemodynamics, people with physical (eg, back injury) and mental (eg, depressive disorders) conditions and sleep disorders (eg, restless legs syndrome, narcolepsy, insomnia disorder, sleep disordered breathing), individuals from underrepresented cultural backgrounds, individuals with atypical sleep-wake patterns (eg, nursing home residents, shift workers), individuals with atypical sleeping arrangements (eg, people who don’t sleep in a bed).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
In the following section, we outline the main required and recommended information for any new Rigorous Performance Evaluation paper submission. In addition, a template will be provided for reference (in Guidelines for Authors).

In this new article type, Sleep Health prioritizes high-quality research using standardized and replicable methods for analysis, standard outcomes, and standard terminology and definitions (see Table 2 for examples). Empirical objective results are prioritized over interpretation, and methodological aspects are prioritized over background. Specifically, Sleep Health recommends the use of metric-specific, data-driven details (eg, “Technology A has X sensitivity for assessing Y”) over qualitative statements on the overall “goodness/badness” of a new technology (eg, “This device provides good performance in . . .” or “The new technology is accurate in . . .”). Clearly refer to specific contexts of application as appropriate to the evaluation performed (eg, “Technology A is useful for detecting differences in sleep metric Y between populations 1 and 2”). Crucially, the authors should describe the appropriate context of technology use, such as particular environments or experimental settings, or types of participants (eg, patient vs. population level, infants vs. adults) for which the sleep technology performance has been evaluated.

Sleep Health promotes transparency and rigor, and would consider industry-sponsored or industry-led studies (Table 2). When meeting ethical standards (eg, Human Subjects Research approval), and when conducted using rigorous procedures, industry-supported or industry-internal studies are valued. Indeed, it could be considered a responsibility of corporations to demonstrate the quality of their devices across all aspects of performance. Authors should disclose sources of support as already required, as well as the role of the funder in study design and manuscript review. Moreover, it is recommended that datasets used for analysis be made available for transparency and to enable reproducibility.

In addition, Sleep Health welcomes studies replicating previous evaluations (eg, a similar study from different research/clinical institutions or in different populations/conditions).

Title Page/Abstract

Title

Starting from the title, Sleep Health aims to promote clarity and consistency. Thus, the title should be informative. The focus technology should be named and/or spelled out, together with the main reference and main object of the comparison (eg, Performance of a specific technology, against a specific reference technology, to estimate a specific outcome variable, in a specific sample under a specific condition). If the technology has a commercial brand and model, Sleep Health encourages specifying both brand and model in the title.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report level-specific specificity and sensitivity: When classifications with more than 2 levels are involved, Sleep Health requires the use of the terms ‘Specificity’ and ‘Sensitivity’ in relation to any level of a classification (eg, 4-level sleep classification with wake-, N1 + N2, N3, and REM sleep specificity and sensitivity outputs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employ evaluation methods including more than accuracy alone, which is affected by disproportionate numbers of cases underlying sensitivity and specificity. To avoid mischaracterizing a new technology as having high accuracy while there is an imbalance in sensitivity/specificity performance, Sleep Health requires providing accuracy together with sensitivity and specificity, and/or other methods for balancing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample-based confusion matrix: Sleep Health requires that the confusion matrix be calculated on an individual level, and then summarized by providing mean, SD, and 95% CI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do not use “Validation”: Deprecated terminology to be usually avoided. Sleep Health recommends the use of “evaluation” to avoid the improper use of the concept “validation” to state that a new technology is ‘valid’ simply because there is a study evaluating its performance against a reference. Exceptions include and are not limited to machine learning or deep learning algorithms, where the term “validation” has a different meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use independent samples: When the performance of an empirically-derived algorithm is tested, Sleep Health recommends that independent samples be used for training and testing. This can include, but is not limited to, both internal cross-validation and external validation in a separate sample. For machine learning algorithms, using a k-fold process for selecting repeated, balanced training and testing datasets is an accepted standard method. Further evolution of rigorous methods is expected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report proportional bias and limits of agreement (LOAs): When reporting Bland-Altman plots and statistics, Sleep Health recommends distinguishing between uniform bias (differences are uniformly distributed across the size of measurement) and proportional bias (differences are proportional to the range of measurement) and distinguishing between homoscedastic LOAs (bias ± 1.96*SD of the differences) and heteroscedastic LOAs (expected LOAs proportional to the range of measurement).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report level-specific receiver operating characteristic (ROC): Sleep Health recommends (where appropriate) plotting a ROC curve and reporting the corresponding area under the curve (AUC) for each level of relevant classification (eg, wake, N1 + N2, N3, and REM sleep).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In studies evaluating the performance of sleep technology, we frequently encounter inconsistency in the use of evaluation terminology. We define recommended and required elements in the use of a set of standardized terminology to address commonly “misused” language in the field of technology evaluation. Please refer to Menghini and colleagues21 for a comprehensive discussion on the topic and a detailed description and operationalization of the key analytics and outcomes. We recognize that the field is fluid. We will update our Guide for Authors and Template as these metrics and methods evolve.
sleep-specific technology, which is highly promising, powerful tools to advance the field of sleep research and clinical sleep medicine. With this in mind, we outline some key barriers to adopting this technology, with the hope of opening a meaningful discussion amongst industry, academia, and other stakeholders:

- Raw data are still largely unavailable.
- The frequent undisclosed/proprietary nature of algorithms has limited their evaluation and use.
- Undisclosed updates and/or no control of this versioning process disrupts research and classifier development, and further limits their dissemination and adoption.
- Unclear claims regarding wellness / diagnostics / therapeutics are reflected in a lack of clear outcomes.
- Peer review should be preferred to company-internal public press.
- Importance of implementation, including access to application programming interfaces (APIs), research-level access to data, availability of real-time data
- Privacy considerations, including ability to de-identify data, avoid deductive re-identification, etc.

### Summary/Abstract

Different from other journal article types in Sleep Health, Rigorous Performance Evaluations of Sleep Technologies are designed to capture key information for an immediate understanding of outcomes, facilitating dissemination and replicability. Thus, the front matter must convey all critical information to offer the reader a clear objective picture of the study, free from interpretation biases (see Template for details).

### Introduction: Rationale, significance, background, and aims of the study

Introduction should be brief. Extensive background literature review is discouraged.

Sleep Health requires a brief structured introduction, which includes the following headers: (a) **Rationale**, (b) **Significance**, (c) **Background**, and (d) **Aims** of the study. The use of subheaders (eg, “Why it matters”, “What still is not known”), also related to background topics (eg, “Challenges in measuring sleep in adolescence”), is recommended (see Template for details).

The introduction should clearly state the measured object/process (eg, sleep quantity, sleep apnea), the current standards of measurement (eg, polysomnography), and the rationale for using the new technology (eg, large-scale population screening). Aims should clearly highlight the core aspects investigated in the study (eg, population, conditions). The introduction should focus on the importance of the new technology vs. gold standard technology(ies) (eg, polysomnography), algorithms (eg, if the purpose is to create new \( \text{O}_2 \) desaturation classification based on XYZ, the intro should focus on existing classifiers), or devices (eg, if the study evaluates a new device model, the intro should refer to previous comparison with previous device versions, or with other devices using similar features).

### Methods and results: Standardize methodological study information and core data processing

Sleep Health requires a structured methods and results section, with the following subsections: **Sample**; **Focus technology**; **Reference technology**; **Design, study setting, and procedures**; **Core analytics and main outcome variables**; and **Additional analytics and exploratory analyses**. The use of sub-headers is encouraged (see Template for details).

### Sample

Sleep Health requires reporting relevant demographic information that may affect the performance of the technology under observation. Reports should include frequency of participants by sex, participants’ age (by cohort if multiple), race/ethnicity, underlying health characteristics, inclusion/exclusion criteria, are required. Detailed description of training vs testing samples where appropriate (eg, in use of machine learning and deep learning neural networks) is required. Details about the sample size, including design analysis, sampling strategy and/or sample size justification for core analytics and main outcomes, are encouraged. Information should be included about participant consent, ethical board (eg., IRB) approval, and compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

### Focus technology

Sleep Health requires details about the technology under assessment, such as brand, model, firmware, and functioning of a device, and if available, sampling frequency, automatic and post-processing filters, and artifact processing procedures; method, rationale, features, and/or the validation strategy (eg, cross-validation) of new classification algorithms, etc.

### Reference technology

Sleep Health requires details and supporting justification for the chosen reference technology (eg, polysomnography, electrocardiography, piezoelectric breathing band), including data processing procedures (eg, filtering, artifact identification and removal).

### Design, study setting, and procedures

Sleep Health requires details about the study setting (eg, in-lab, free-living), protocol (eg, single vs. multiple nights), timeline for data collection, known updates that may affect the performance of the technology under evaluation, key settings as used in practice, and, if applicable, the procedure used for temporal synchronization between the new technology and the reference technology.

### Core analytics and main outcome variables

Sleep Health requires a clear statement of the main outcomes under evaluation (eg, 30-s sleep annotations, total sleep time, oxygen desaturation) using the accepted definition for the main variables under observation (eg, American Academy of Sleep Medicine definitions of sleep parameters) prior to describing the core analytics.

Sleep Health requires that the study provides epoch-by-epoch (EBE) analysis (confusion matrix) when applicable, Bland-Altman (BA) plots and coefficients, and receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves with area under the curve (AUC) indicators for the main outcomes considered by the study (see Marino et al. and Menghini et al., for examples). For processing these outcomes, an analytical pipeline has been described by Menghini et al. and implemented as open-source R-based code available at [https://github.com/SRI-human-sleep/sleep-trackers-performance](https://github.com/SRI-human-sleep/sleep-trackers-performance). The pipeline includes the inspection of individual-level data for data cleaning and filtering (eg, excluding total sleep time values above a certain threshold), data recording (eg, differentiating pre- and post-sleep onset wake epochs), and data aggregation (eg, summary sleep measures from EBE data), in addition to the automatic computation of group-level performance metrics.

Sleep Health recommends reporting summary results in well-structured tables and figures (see Guidance for Authors). Additional details to be included in supplemental materials and online appendices are strongly encouraged. Core analytics should be implemented based on the following recommendations:*

---

### Table 3

**Talking to industry. What do we need to know?**

- Sleep Health still recognizes critical barriers in the evaluation and use of consumer sleep technology, which are highly promising, powerful tools to advance the field of sleep research and clinical sleep medicine. With this in mind, we outline some key barriers to adopting this technology, with the hope of opening a meaningful discussion amongst industry, academia, and other stakeholders:
  - Raw data are still largely unavailable.
  - The frequent undisclosed/proprietary nature of algorithms has limited their evaluation and use.
  - Undisclosed updates and/or no control of this versioning process disrupts research and classifier development, and further limits their dissemination and adoption.
  - Unclear claims regarding wellness / diagnostics / therapeutics are reflected in a lack of clear outcomes.
  - Peer review should be preferred to company-internal public press.
  - Importance of implementation, including access to application programming interfaces (APIs), research-level access to data, availability of real-time data
  - Privacy considerations, including ability to de-identify data, avoid deductive re-identification, etc.

---

**Summary/abstract**

Different from other journal article types in Sleep Health, Rigorous Performance Evaluations of Sleep Technologies are designed to capture key information for an immediate understanding of outcomes, facilitating dissemination and replicability. Thus, the front matter must convey all critical information to offer the reader a clear objective picture of the study, free from interpretation biases (see Template for details).

**Introduction: Rationale, significance, background, and aims of the study**

Introduction should be brief. Extensive background literature review is discouraged.

Sleep Health requires a brief structured introduction, which includes the following headers: (a) **Rationale**, (b) **Significance**, (c) **Background**, and (d) **Aims** of the study. The use of subheaders (eg, “Why it matters”, “What still is not known”), also related to background topics (eg, “Challenges in measuring sleep in adolescence”), is recommended (see Template for details).

The introduction should clearly state the measured object/process (eg, sleep quantity, sleep apnea), the current standards of measurement (eg, polysomnography), and the rationale for using the new technology (eg, large-scale population screening). Aims should clearly highlight the core aspects investigated in the study (eg, population, conditions). The introduction should focus on the importance of the new technology vs. gold standard technology(ies) (eg, polysomnography), algorithms (eg, if the purpose is to create new \( \text{O}_2 \) desaturation classification based on XYZ, the intro should focus on existing classifiers), or devices (eg, if the study evaluates a new device model, the intro should refer to previous comparison with previous device versions, or with other devices using similar features).

**Methods and results: Standardize methodological study information and core data processing**

Sleep Health requires a structured methods and results section, with the following subsections: **Sample**; **Focus technology**; **Reference technology**; **Design, study setting, and procedures**; **Core analytics and main outcome variables**; and **Additional analytics and exploratory analyses**. The use of sub-headers is encouraged (see Template for details).

**Sample**

Sleep Health requires reporting relevant demographic information that may affect the performance of the technology under observation. Reports should include frequency of participants by sex, participants’ age (by cohort if multiple), race/ethnicity, underlying health characteristics, inclusion/exclusion criteria, are required. Detailed description of training vs testing samples where appropriate (eg, in use of machine learning and deep learning neural networks) is required. Details about the sample size, including design analysis, sampling strategy and/or sample size justification for core analytics and main outcomes, are encouraged. Information should be included about participant consent, ethical board (eg., IRB) approval, and compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
• Clearly specify core analytics used, and consider preregistering the analysis.
• Provide sufficient details for data analysis reproducibility, including publicly available data, meta-data, and analytical code (with short descriptions), in order to make readers able to read the manuscript and reproduce the analyses.
• Report all performance metrics with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals, and by following the statistical guidelines provided by Sleep Health, for example, use correction methods for multiple comparisons (eg, Bonferroni) when appropriate.
• When evaluating classification algorithms, use independent training data and evaluation data for computing core performance metrics, or best practices in machine learning methods for independence of training and evaluation.

Additional analytics and exploratory analyses
Sleep Health welcomes additional analytics and exploratory analyses, particularly to explore potential confounders of main outcomes, or consider secondary outcomes. Secondary and exploratory analyses should be clearly described as such, and follow the same recommendations listed above.

Discussion

Sleep Health requires a critical discussion of the outcomes in relation to the purpose and the background in the introduction. The structured discussion must include the following subsections: Main results and implications, Additional results and implications, Limitations and future perspectives, and Core conclusion.

Main results and implications
Discuss the implications of the main performance metrics of the study, in the context of the previous studies evaluating the performance of the same or a similar technology, with data-driven recommendations for the informed use of the evaluated technology.

Additional results and implications
When appropriate, discuss the implications of the results of additional analyses in the context of the previous literature, with data-driven recommendations for future studies.

Limitations and future perspectives
Disclose the main study limitations, their implications, generalizability for future use of the evaluated technology, and recommendations for future studies evaluating the performance of the same or a similar technology.

Core conclusion
Succinctly summarize the outcomes and significance of the study, according to the main aims of the study.

Data sharing policy
Sleep Health encourages providing de-identified individual-level data from both the reference and new technology data, per funder policies. Sleep Health encourages depositing de-identified raw and summary data and associated study documentation in publicly accessible data repositories (eg, National Sleep Research Resource; https://sleepdata.org). Code could be made publicly available using GitHub or similar sites.

Sleep Health strongly recommends that for any evaluation of an ad-hoc generated analytical model or classifier, the final algorithm is made publicly available (eg, if a new classifier is built for apnea event detection based on a combination of accelerometry and photoplethysmography [PPG] features, the algorithm should be disclosed). In recognition of the challenges of publicly releasing algorithms from consumer-oriented technology corporations attempting to defend their intellectual property in a broken system for such protections, algorithm releases are strongly encouraged but not always required. A justification for not releasing algorithms must be provided if they are not disclosed.

Disclosure of sponsor
Sleep Health requires discussing any potential financial interests and/or conflicts of interest, particularly when related to an industry sponsor, which could be perceived as influencing the study design, execution, and publication.

Sleep Health expert task force
The Sleep Health task force brought together a multidisciplinary group of experts in sleep, sensing technology, AI, and statistics. Here we provide an outline of the core competencies and expertise of the team.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team members</th>
<th>Expertise</th>
<th>Link to Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. de Zambotti</td>
<td>Principal Scientist at SRI International and an expert in wearable sleep technology. He has been involved in several initiatives and international collaborations to investigate the performance, standardization, informed use, and regulation of sleep technology. Of relevance, he co-authored the position statement following the “International Biomarkers Workshop on Wearables in Sleep and Circadian Science” that was held at the 2018 SLEEP Meeting of the Associated Professional Sleep Societies. He introduced and operationalized practical guidelines for evaluating the performance of sleep technology vs. reference and reviewed capability, rationale, and limitation of sleep technology.</td>
<td><a href="https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=PsR6NFYAAAAJ&amp;hl=en">https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=PsR6NFYAAAAJ&amp;hl=en</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massimiliano de Zambotti, PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://scholar.google.it/citations?user=ZFRn4ssAAAAJ&amp;hl=en">https://scholar.google.it/citations?user=ZFRn4ssAAAAJ&amp;hl=en</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Luca Menghini, PhD | Dr. Menghini is a postdoctoral research fellow at University of Bologna working on the development and improvement of innovative methods in occupational health and sleep assessment, particularly focusing on Ecological Momentary Assessment designs. Having evaluated the performance of several multi-sensor wearable devices for both diurnal and nocturnal psychophysiological, he has recently proposed an R-based analytical pipeline for evaluating consumer sleep technologies. | | (continued)
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